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It's Halloween, You 'Fraidy Mouse! (Geronimo Stilton #11) 2011-10-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will
love it s halloween on mouse island and it seemed like everyone was out to get me geronimo stilton my cousin trap kept pulling
scary pranks on me and then my sister thea told me i had to write a book about halloween in less than one day before you could
say boo my nephew benjamin had dragged me to a graveyard to do research there i met a very spooky mouse who yikes tried to
lock me up in her coffin oh how would a fraidy mouse like me ever survive the year s scariest holiday
Geronimo Stilton. Books 11 And 12 2018-02 spend the holidays on mouse island celebrate halloween and christmas with the
bestselling mouse detective
Geronimo Stilton: It's Halloween, You Fraidy Mouse! (#16) 2015-03-05 it s halloween on mouse island and it seemed like
everyone was out to get me my cousin trap kept pulling pranks on me then my sister thea told me i had to write a book about
halloween in one day before you could say boo my nephew benjamin had dragged me to a graveyard for research there i met a
very spooky mouse who tried to lock me up in her coffin oh how would a fraidy mouse like me ever survive the year s scariest
holiday
It's Halloween, You 'fraidy Mouse!. 2004 geronimo stilton writes a book about halloween with help from creepella von cracklefur
and his nephew benjamin
It's Halloween, You 'Fraidy Mouse! 2004-09 it s halloween on mouse island and it seemed like everyone was out to get me
geronimo stilton
Karate Mouse (Geronimo Stilton #40) 2011-12-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny cheesy adventure
is always right around the corner each book is fast paced with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will love geronimo stilton
gets caught up in the world karate championships thanks to the efforts of bruce hyena and piccolo tao bruce s super sporty
cousin geronimo only has a week to become real champion material will geronimo manage to overcome his fears in order to win
the competition
I'm Not a Supermouse! (Geronimo Stilton #43) 2011-12-01 in each geronimo stilton book another funny cheesy adventure
is always right around the corner each book is fast paced with lively full color art and a unique format kids 7 10 will love geronimo
has always been a fraidy mouse and his super sporty friend bruce hyena decides that he needs to help geronimo learn to keep
calm in extreme situations bruce puts geronimo to the test through encounters with scary animals and weather in conditions
ranging from the desert to the north pole after bruce s crazy training a natural weather disaster occurs on mouse island will
geronimo prove that he truly is a super mouse
Four Mice Deep in the Jungle (Geronimo Stilton #5) 2011-08-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will
love i have never been a brave mouse but lately my fears were taking over my life soon i was too afraid even to leave my
mousehole that s when thea and trap decided to cure me they dragged me away on an airplane i m afraid of flying all the way to
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the jungle there i was forced to eat bug soup climb trees as high as skyscrapers swim in raging rivers and even wrangle snakes
how would a fraidy mouse like me ever survive
The Great Mouse Race (Geronimo Stilton Cavemice #5) 2014-05-27 geronimo stilton s ancient ancestor geronimo stiltonoot
is back in another prehistoric adventure it s time for the stone age games the annual cavemouse sports competition this year the
saber toothed tigers want to enter the games too so they call a truce but when their flag goes missing tiger khan blames the
cavemice can geronimo track it down in time to keep his fur intact
The Mouse Island Marathon (Geronimo Stilton #30) 2011-11-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will
love i admit it i m not much of a muscle mouse so when i accidentally got signed up for the mouse island marathon i was so
shocked that i lost my squeak me run a marathon but my friends and family were determined to help me cross that finish line
holey cheese i was never going to make it
Mighty Mount Kilimanjaro 2011-12-01 in this funny chapter book from the bestselling middle grade adventure series a world
traveling journalist mouse climbs mount kilimanjaro rat munching rattlesnakes i can t believe it i geronimo stilton just let my
super sporty friend bruce hyena convince me to go on another one of his extreme adventures you know me i just can t say no to
a friend this time we re going to be climbing to the top of the famouse mount kilimanjaro in africa moldy mozzarella i m in no
shape for a mountain climb how will i ever make it to the top praise for geronimo stilton s books lightning pace and full color
design will hook kids in a flash publishers weekly
I Am Not a Supermouse! 2010 yes it s true i m a total fraidy mouse and the biggest worryrat in fact i m the complete opposite
of my super sporty and very brave friend bruce hyena that s why i couldn t believe it when he dragged me off on a series of
outrageous adventures to toughen me up i had to keep reminding him that i m not a supermouse or am i p 4 of cover
The Giant Diamond Robbery 2011 grandfather william drags geronimo to a golf tournament so geronimo can be his caddie
The Stinky Cheese Vacation (Geronimo Stilton #57) 2014-06-24 each geronimo stilton book is fast paced with lively full color art
and a unique format kids 7 10 will love i geronimo stilton was finishing up work one evening when i opened a letter from uncle
stingysnout he needed to see me immediately i headed straight to penny pincher castle for what i thought would be a nice visit
but my uncle put me straight to work moldy mozzarella what a terrible vacation
The Quest for Paradise (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy #2) 2011-09-01 holey cheese join geronimo as he returns
to the kingdom of fantasy in this sequel to the very first geronimo stilton hardcover adventure in this 320 page full color
hardcover adventure the queen of the fairies invites geronimo back to her fantastical world to help in the quest for the true heart
of happiness this time geronimo rides on the wings of a rainbow colored dragon as he makes his way through seven fantastic
lands from the land of sweets to the land of fairy tales it s an incredible journey he ll never forget
The Chocolate Chase (Geronimo Stilton #67) 2017-09-26 it was spring in new mouse city i love to celebrate the season with
my fellow mice by exchanging chocolate eggs and competing in a confectionary challenge this year there was also a special
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exhibition of priceless jeweled mousebergé eggs in town then one of the mousebergé eggs was stolen and it was up to me to find
it squeak could i chase it down
Pirate Spacecat Attack (Geronimo Stilton Spacemice #10) 2017-05-09 spacemouse geronimo stiltonix s adventures are
out of this world the on board computer on spaceship mousestar 1 hologramix is out of order to fix it geronimo stiltonix must take
it to a brilliant inventor who lives on a distant planet but while hologramix is being repaired pirate spacecats attack and steal it
can the spacemice get hologramix back before the spacecats turn it evil and set it against them
The Phantom Bandit (Geronimo Stilton #70) 2018-09-25 when you re with geronimo stilton it s always a fabumouse
adventure the staff of the rodent s gazette sent me on a vacation to cacklefur castle but who could relax in such a spooky place
on my first night there i stumbled on a mystery a phantom was threatening the special pumpkins that grow in the von cacklefurs
garden could i trick the ghost thief into revealing its identity
Pull the Dragon's Tooth! (Geronimo Stilton Micekings #3) 2016-11-29 can scaredy mouse geronimo stiltonord survive in the age
of vikings and dragons miceking chief sven the shouter has a new goal to transform smarty mouse geronimo stiltonord into a true
macho mouseking geronimo must undergo special training leading up to a terrifying final test pulling a tooth from a dragon s
mouth shivering squids will he ever earn a miceking helmet
The Hunt for the 100th Key (Geronimo Stilton: Special Edition) 2017-03-28 geronimo unlocks the mystery in this
fabumouse adventure which includes a bonus story my sister thea had discovered an enormouse old castle built by the founder
of new mouse city she and trap dragged me along with them to explore it inside we found one hundred keys but only ninety nine
doors to unlock what mysterious room did the hundredth key open it was up to us to find it and reveal its secrets bonus after the
story read an extra mini mystery adventure and jokes galore
Valentine's Day Disaster (Geronimo Stilton #23) 2011-11-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will
love it was valentine s day in new mouse city and i couldn t wait to celebrate i had sent valentine cards to all my friends and
family members but when i opened my mailbox on the morning of february 14th it was empty had everyone forgotten about me
was i destined to spend valentine s day alone in my mousehole sobbing with only my pet fish to console me it was starting to look
like a true valentine s day disaster
Alien Escape (Geronimo Stilton Spacemice #1) 2014-04-29 geronimo stilton meets outer space in this cosmically fun spin off
series meet geronimo stiltonix he is a spacemouse the geronimo stilton of a parallel universe he is captain of the spaceship
mousestar 1 while flying through the cosmos he visits distant planets and meets crazy aliens his adventures are out of this world
alien escapegeroimo stiltonix s spaceship is in danger of exploding the only solution is to replace the engine s batteries by
tracking down a rare element when a group of mysterious aliens claim they can help geronimo is relieved but are the aliens as
friendly as they seem
Paws Off, Cheddarface! (Geronimo Stilton #6) 2011-08-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny adventure is
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always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will love who is
geronimo stilton that s me i run a newspaper but my true passion is writing tales of adventure here on mouse island my books
are all best sellers they are whisker licking good tales and that s a promise paws off cheddarface it was the strangest thing all
across new mouse city rodents kept telling me i d done things i had no memory of i soon discovered why there was a geronimo
look alike out there pretending to be me he d even fooled my sister thea and worst of all he was trying to take over my
newspaper i had to find a way to strike back but how
Welcome to Moldy Manor (Geronimo Stilton #59) 2014-12-30 each geronimo stilton book is fast paced with lively full color
art and a unique format kids 7 10 will love rancid rat hairs i d been spending so much money lately i had none left in the bank
even worse when my grandfather found out he sent me off to moldy manor there miserly uncle stingysnout would give me a
crash course in saving yikes could i learn to be less wasteful without turning totally stingy
The Journey Through Time (Geronimo Stilton Special Edition) 2014-01-28 journey back in time with geronimo in this
fabumouse special edition i geronimo stilton never expected to set paw inside a time machine but when professor paws von volt
invited me to travel with him i had to accept my family came along to help us discover how the dinosaurs became extinct how
the great pyramid of giza was built and what life was like at king arthur s court along the way i was chased by a tyrannosaurus
rex almost eaten by a crocodile in the nile and asked to save a maiden from an evil knight s castle holey cheese it was an
adventure through history
The Peculiar Pumpkin Thief (Geronimo Stilton #42) 2011-12-01 the best selling mouse author geronimo stilton is back with
another cheesy adventure halloween is a few days away when all of the pumpkins in new mouse city disappear there s a thief on
the loose and the thief wants to stop halloween at the same time all of the mice in new mouse city receive an invitation for a free
trip to the brand new mystery mouse theme park geronimo knows something strange is going on but will he and his detective
friend hercule poirat be able to solve the mystery in time to save halloween
The Mystery in Venice (Geronimo Stilton #48) 2012-01-01 in each geronimo stilton book another funny cheesy adventure is
always right around the corner each book is fast paced with lively full color art and a unique format kids 7 10 will love when my
friend petunia pretty paws gave me a crystal figurine of a boat as a gift i had to accept it after all i have the biggest crush on
petunia but oh was that crystal boat ugly so i wasn t too sad when my cousin trap accidentally broke it especially when i
discovered a piece of paper inside with a mysterious message from someone in venice italy asking for help a gentlemouse never
ignores a request for assistance so i geronimo stilton would do whatever it took to save the day
A Fabumouse School Adventure (Geronimo Stilton #38) 2011-12-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will
love when my nephew benjamin invited me to career day at his school things did not turn out the way i expected i caused a
volcanic explosion got tangled in the tunnel slide on the playground and accidentally let the class s pet gecko out of its cage rat
munching rattlesnakes how was i going to get myself out of this mess
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The Enormouse Pearl Heist (Geronimo Stilton #51) 2012-10-01 each geronimo book is fast paced with lively full color art and a
unique format kids 7 10 will love one day my friends and i geronimo stilton made an amazing discovery we found a huge oyster
with an enormouse pearl inside i was so excited about this extremely rare precious pearl that i wrote a special feature about it in
the rodent s gazette that article attracted lots of attention both good and bad the enormouse pearl was in danger of being stolen
would my friends and i be able to protect it
Save the White Whale! (Geronimo Stilton #45) 2011-12-01 in each geronimo stilton book another funny cheesy adventure
is always right around the corner each book is fast paced with lively full color art and a unique format kids 7 10 will love holey
cheese did i need a vacation i had been working my tail off at the rodent s gazette so when petunia pretty paws invited me to
visit whale bay with her of course i said yes but our trip got off on the wrong paw and my relaxing vacation turned into a real
nightmare that is until petunia and i came across a great white whale that needed our help this would be one adventure i d never
forget
Attack of the Bandit Cats (Geronimo Stilton #8) 2011-08-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will
love oh what a day i had just published new mouse city s first phone book and almost every single number was wrong my
customers were out for my fur so when thea trap and benjamin asked me to join their quest for a legendary island covered in
silver i agreed but no sooner had we set out than we were attacked by a ship of pirate cats they mousenapped us and threatened
to make us their dinner would we escape with our lives or find ourselves in the soup
Get Into Gear, Stilton! (Geronimo Stilton #54) 2013-06-25 each geronimo stilton book is fast paced with lively full color art and a
unique format kids 7 10 will love i geronimo stilton was selected by the mayor to give a special driving demonstration but my
drivers license had expired i had only a week to relearn everything to pass the test for a new one little did i know that my lessons
wouldintroduce me to a talking robot car it was up to us to stop a thief and make the roads safer for everyone
Help, I'm in Hot Lava! (Geronimo Stilton Cavemice #3) 2013-10-29 geronimo stilton s ancient ancestor geronimo stiltonoot
is back in another prehistoric adventure geronimo stiltonoot and his family are off to find a cure for grandma ratrock s aches and
pains she s heard that a remedy hides in cheesy la a legendary valley that geronimo isn t even sure exists little does he know
that getting there will be an adventure among geysers volcanoes and rivers of molten lava
Red Pizzas for a Blue Count (Geronimo Stilton #7) 2011-08-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny
adventure is always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will
love who is geronimo stilton that s me i run a newspaper but my true passion is writing tales of adventure here on mouse island
my books are all best sellers what s that you ve never read one well my books are full of fun they are whisker licking good stories
and that s a promise red pizzas for a blue countwhen trap got mouse napped in transratania it was up to thea and me to rescue
him little did i know that transratania is the land of vampire mice oh would i ever make it back to my nice safe mousehole alive
The Phantom of the Subway (Geronimo Stilton #13) 2011-10-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another laugh is
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always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will love when
my sister thea told me a ghost was haunting new mouse city s subway tunnels i knew i had to get the scoop for the rodents
gazette so i set off with thea trap and my assistant editor pinky pick we soon discovered that sally ratmousen the editor of the
daily rat was also on the trail of the mysterious ghost but we were all in for the fright of our wee mouse lives because the ghost
turned out to be a cat
The Mona Mousa Code (Geronimo Stilton #15) 2011-10-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another funny adventure is
always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7 10 will love do you
like art i do so when thea heard that there was a secret map hidden beneath mouse island s most famous painting the
monamouse i knew we had to get the scoop together we began to investigate and soon we discovered secret clues that led us to
the most fabumouse secret and it all lay beneath the streets of new mouse city
The Search for Treasure (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy #6) 2014-08-26 geronimo s sixth magical expedition i
geronimo stilton was shocked to find myself back in the kingdom of fantasy for a sixth time i was needed to fulfill the ancient
gemstone prophecy the evil empress of the witches was after the royal sapphire if she united it with her royal ruby it would give
her immense power the entire kingdom of fantasy was in danger it was up to me to find the two gemstones first with the help of
new friends and this time i had to travel in disguise cheese niblets what an incredible journey
The Temple of the Ruby of Fire (Geronimo Stilton #14) 2011-10-01 enter the world of geronimo stilton where another
funny adventure is always right around the corner each book is a fast paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7
10 will love it was my most thrilling adventure yet my old friend professor von volt had discovered the location of the famous
ruby of fire and before i could let out a squeak of protest my sister thea had dragged me into race to be the first to find the
legendary gem the jewel was protected by thousands of ancient booby traps a fraidy mouse s worst nightmare would i make it
through with my fur
The Dragon Prophecy (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy #4) 2012-09-01 join geronimo on his fourth trip to the
kingdom of fantasy i geronimo stilton was astonished to find myself in the kingdom of fantasy for the fourth time sterling the
princess of the silver dragons needed my help the last existing dragon egg had been stolen from sterling if that egg was
destroyed dragons would become extinct forever i couldn t let that happen so my friends and i set out across enchanted lands to
find the egg and restore peace to the kingdom of fantasy it was a truly amazing adventure
The Volcano of Fire (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy #5) 2013-08-27 geronimo s fifth journey to the kingdom of
fantasy i geronimo stilton was amazed to find myself in the kingdom of fantasy for a fifth time the elves had called me there the
volcano of fire had been mysteriously reawakened on top of that the princess of the fairies had been kidnapped i knew i had to
help and my friends were ready to join me we set off through new realms to rescue the princess and save the kingdom from
destruction what an adventure
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